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The object of this paper is to obtain a set of inequalities relating the face numbers
of different orbit types of a simplicial polytope P with a finite solvable group G of
linear symmetries. It is assumed that (1) for each subgroup H of G, the fixed point
set PH is a subpolytope of P, and (2) the toric variety X(P) associated to P is non-
singular. The action of G on P induces an action on X(P), and we describe a set
of Smith-type inequalities between the Betti numbers of X(P)H, where H ranges
through the set of subgroups of G. By relating each X(P)H with X(PH), we then
express these inequalities in terms of the face numbers of the different orbit types
of P and the rank of fixed point sets of certain compact tori. This rank is deter-
mined explicitly when G is abelian. Moreover, assumption (2) is removed for a
polytope of dimension 2.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Let P be a simplicial d-polytope, meaning simplicial convex d-dimen-
sional polytope in Rd, and form the f-vector f (P)=( f0 , ..., fd&1), where
fi= fi (P) is the number of i-dimensional faces of P. Combinatorial results
are often formulated in terms of the h-vector h(P)=(h0 , ..., hd) defined by
the relations
hi= :
i
j=0
(&1) i& j f j&1 \ d& jd&i + , 0id.
with the convention that f&1=1, as well as the g-vector g=(g0 , ..., g[d2])
where gi=hi&hi&1 , 1i[d2] and g0=h0=1. The vector h(P) satisfies
the well-known DehnSommerville equations: hi=hd&i , for all i0.
Given integers h and i>0 we can always represent h, uniquely, as a sum,
h=\n ii ++\
n i&1
i&1++ } } } +\
nj
j + , where ni>ni&1> } } } >nj1.
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Define
h(i) =\ni+1i+1 ++\
ni&1+1
i ++ } } } +\
nj+1
j+1 +
and set 0(i)=0.
The complete characterization of the combinatorics of a simplicial
polytope was given with McMullen’s conjecture, also called g-conjecture
[18]: A vector (h0 , ..., hd) # Zd+1 is the h-vector of a simplicial d-polytope P
if and only if h0=1, the DehnSommerville equations are satisfied, and the
associated g-vector g=(g0 , g1 , ..., g[d2] ) is a Macaulay vector, i.e., 0
gi+1g(i)i , for all i=1, ..., [d2]&1.
The sufficiency of McMullen’s conditions was proved by Billera and Lee
[7, 8], and their necessity verified by Stanley [19], appealing to the theory
of toric varieties.
We address the problem of characterizing the combinatorics of a simpli-
cial polytope with a finite group G of linear symmetries. By a linear sym-
metry of a polytope P we mean a linear and invertible transformation of Rd
which maps P onto itself. We denote by LAut(P) the group of all linear
symmetries of P. The group G acts linearly on P, and P is said to be
G-invariant if there exists a group homomorphism ?: G  LAut(P).
Several authors have studied this problem, obtaining important results
for particular groups of symmetry with strong restrictions on the group
action. Ba rany and Lova sz [6] had conjectured tight lower bounds for the
face numbers of a centrally symmetric, with respect to the origin, simplicial
polytope. Then A. Bjo rner formulated a more general conjecture on tight
lower bounds for the h and g vectors of such polytopes. Finally R. Stanley
proved these conjectures in [20], and R. Adin [1, 2] extended the results
further to simplicial polytopes admitting a fixed point free ( f .p . f .) linear
action of a cyclic group of prime power order. The author [17] has subse-
quently removed the strong f.p.f. assumption on the group action.
Let N be the d-dimensional integer lattice, N$Zd. For any subgroup H
of G, the lattice N has an orthogonal decomposition N=NH  (N H)=. Let
M=Hom(N, Z) and SN=Hom(M, S 1) denote the dual lattice and the
d-dimensional compact torus, respectively. The fan q(P) in the real lattice
NR=NZ R$Rd, is the set of strongly convex, rational, polyhedral cones
over the proper faces of P, together with the cone [0]. The main result of
this paper is formulated in the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let G be a finite solvable group with cyclic tower decom-
position
G=G0 #G1 # } } } #Gm=[e],
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where Gi+1 IGi and Gi G i+1 is cyclic. Assume that this decomposition
cannot be further refined. Let P be a G-invariant, simplicial d-polytope,
containing the origin in its interior. Suppose further that
(A1) The group G has a linear rational representation in Rd.
(A2) The G-action is proper: PH is a subpolytope of P for any sub-
group H of G (i.e., the set of faces of dimension i of the polytope PH is
contained in the set of faces of dimension i of P, 0i<dim PH).
(A3) The fan q(P) is nonsingular.
Then, for each number q1, the following inequalities hold,
|[S(NGi )=]Gi | :
jk
hGij q
j
|[S(NGi+1)=]Gi+1 | :
jk
hGi+1j q
j, \k0, i=0, ..., m&1,
where hGi=(hGi0 , ..., h
Gi
di
) is the h-vector of the subpolytope PGi, and di its
dimension.
Moreover we find a class of simplicial polytopes P for which the
inequalities become equalities when q=1 and k=0. They have the
property that G acts trivially on the cohomology of the associated toric
variety, X(P). We classify all such toric varieties in Theorem 3.7.
Remarks. (1) Since a rational linear representation in Rd is rationally
equivalent to an integer linear representation, assumption (A1) of Theorem
1 can be reformulated as:
(A1) The group G has a linear representation in Rd, with values in
SL(Zd).
In particular the integer lattices N and M are G-invariant.
(2) It’s clear that when the G-action is free, P contains the origin in
its interior. Moreover, this can always be achieved: As observed in [1], a
finite group of linear symmetries of a compact convex set must have a
common fixed point for all of its elements.
(3) Assumption (A2) can always be satisfied by taking a convenient
triangulation of P. Under this assumption it follows in particular that for
any group element g # G, g leaves p # P fixed, then it must leave P( p) fixed,
where P( p) is the smallest subpolytope of P containing p.
To prove Theorem 1, we first relate the Betti numbers of X(P)G with the
h-numbers of PG. This is accomplished by combining the following result,
that we prove in Section 1, with the equality dim H2i (X(P); Q)=hi (P) due
to Danilov [11, Theorem 10.8].
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Theorem 2. Let P be a convex d-polytope in NR admitting a linear
group of symmetries G. If assumptions (A1) and (A2) of Theorem 1 are
satisfied, then
X(P)G$[S(NG )=]G_X(PG).
In Section 2, we compute the rank of the set [S(NG)=]G when G is
abelian, via the Tate cohomology of G. We give a closed formula for the
rank (see Theorem 2.6) in terms of the multiplicities of the irreducible
subspaces in the decomposition of the rational representation of G.
Combining the results of the two previous sections with a Floyd-type
inequality we complete the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 3.
Finally in Section 4 we remove condition (A3) of Theorem 1 for
2-dimensional polytopes.
Definitions and Notation. Let _ be a cone in the fan q and define the
dual cone _6=[v # MR : (v, u)0, for all u # _], where MR is the
lattice dual to NR . We associate to _ the affine toric variety U_=
Spec C[_6 & M], whose set of closed points corresponding to maximal
ideals forms the space of semigroup homomorphisms Homsg (_6 & M, C).
The toric variety X associated to q is the disjoint union of the affine toric
varieties U_ , glued according to the fan decomposition. The algebraic torus
TN=U[0]=(C*)d acts on X, and its orbits are of the form O{=TN({)=
Hom(M({), C*)$N({)Z C*$(C*)d&k, where k=dim({), M({)={= & M,
N({)=NN{ , and N{=({ & N )+(&{ & N ) is the sublattice generated by
{ & N as a subgroup. The toric variety can also be decomposed into a dis-
joint union of TN-orbits, which is dual to the fan decomposition, in the
sense that O{ is contained in the closure of O_ if and only if _ is a face of {.
The compact torus SN acts on O{ by projecting to SN({)=Hom(M & {=, S1).
Let R=R
+ _ [0], R=R& _ [0] stand for the nonnegative and non-
positive real semiaxis. The retraction map C  R , given by the absolute
value map, that sends z to |z|, induces the retractions U_  (U_)=
Homsg (_6 & M, R), for all _ # q, and so X  X that identifies X with
the quotient space of X by the action of SN [14, Sect. 4.1]. The spaces
(O{)=X & O{=Hom(M({), R+)=N({)R fit together in X in the same
way than the corresponding orbits O{ in X. The fiber of X  X over (O{)
is identified with SN({) , and O{=SN({) _(O{) . The moment map
+: X  MR is SN-invariant and induces an homeomorphism on the
quotient space + : X  MR [14, Sect. 4.2]. Under assumption (A1) of
Theorem 1, M is G-invariant and so + is G-equivariant.
The dual polytope R* to a convex d-polytope R/MR is any d-polytope
whose set of faces is anti-isomorphic to the set of faces of R. A concrete
realization of R* is the polar polytope, Ro=[u # NR : (v, u)&1, for all
v # R]. If F is a face of R, then F*=[u # Ro : (v, u) = &1, for all v # F ]
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is a face of Ro and the correspondence F  F*, between the faces of R and
Ro, is 1-1 order reversing, with dim F=d&1&dim F*. Let _F=[u # NR :
(v$&v, u) 0, for all v$ # R, v # F] be the cone over F*. Suppose now
that R has its vertices in M. We denote by qR the fan q(Ro)/NR of
cones over the proper faces of Ro, together with the cone at the origin. The
construction of the toric variety X(qR) associated to Ro is quite important
since X(qR) is mapped by + onto R.
Remarks. (1) For any face Q of R, the map + sends (O_Q) bijectively
onto the relative interior of Q, and (O[0]) onto the interior of R, as a real
analytic isomorphism [14, Sect. 4.2].
(2) Let V(Q)=[v0 , ..., vn(Q)] be the set of vertices of a face Q of R,
and _i # qR the d-dimensional cone associated to the vertex vi , i=
1, ..., n(Q). Then _Q=_0 & } } } & _n(Q) .
Observe that the properties of G-invariance and properness of the group
action on a polytope also hold on its polar.
Let P be a G-invariant convex d-polytope in NR . The group acts on
the associated fan q by permuting its cones. We consider the induced
G-action on the toric variety X=X(P) defined on each closed point x #
Homsg(_6 & M, C), _ # q by the relation
(gx)(u)=x(g&1u), for all u # _6 & M, g # G.
Note that the G-action on the toric variety X is TN -equivariant, and
gU_=Ug&1_ , for any cone _ # q and g # G.
1. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FIXED POINTS OF
THE TORIC VARIETY UNDER THE G-ACTION
Let P be a G-invariant convex d-polytope in NR , with vertices in the lat-
tice N. In this section we determine a relation between the set of fixed
points XG of the associated toric variety X=X(P) and X(PG).
Example. Define the polytope P=Conv[(\2, 0), (\1, \1), (\1, 1)],
where Conv stands for the convex hull. The toric variety X associated to
P consists of two successive blow-ups along TN -fixed points of CP1_CP1,
therefore it is a connected sum X=(CP1_CP1)*(2CP2). The group
G=Z2 is represented in R2 by a linear map \: G  Gl(R, 2) defined on a
group generator g by the matrix,
\(g)=\10
0
&1+ .
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The polytope P is G-invariant, and XG=CP1_[\1]. The fixed sub-
polytope PG=[&2, 2]_[0] has associated toric variety X(PG)=CP1.
Proposition 1.1. Let R be a G-invariant convex d-polytope in MR
with vertices in M. Moreover suppose that G acts properly on R. Then the
following relations hold:
(1) + ((O_Q)
G
)=(int Q)
G, for any face Q of R
(2) + ((O[0])G)=(int R)
G
(3) + (X(qR)G)=R
G.
Proof. (1) and (2). These are consequences of + being a G-equivariant
homeomorphism combined with last remark.
(3). This follows directly from the decomposition of X into a
disjoint union of its orbits (O{) , together with statements (1) and (2). K
Proposition 1.2. Let P be a convex d-polytope in NR with a linear group
of symmetries G. Assumptions (A1) and (A2) of Theorem 1 are satisfied.
Then for any cone _ # qG, (O_)G$Hom(_= & MG, R+) and X G=X (qG ).
Proof. Since (Po)G=(PG)o & M GR , we write q
G=q(PG)=q (PG )o &
NGR=q(P o)G . Therefore any cone _ # q
G is of the form _=_Q for some face
Q of (Po)G. Let 6Q be the vector space spanned by the set [v$&v | v,
v$ # Q]. The following relation holds: 6Q=_=Q . Observe that (v$&v, u)
=0, for all v, v$ # Q, and u # _Q , therefore 6Q /_=Q . The result follows
from dim _=Q=d&dim _Q=d&dim(Q*)&1=dim Q=dim 6Q . Since Q
is fixed by G then so is 6Q and (_=Q)
G=_=Q . This implies that (O_)
G
=
Hom(_= & M, R+)G=Hom(_= & MG, R+). K
Given two polytopes P1 and P2 define their free sum P1VP2=
Conv[(P1_[0]) _ ([0]_P2)], where Conv stands for the convex hull.
The operation V is dual to the cartesian product _.
Proof of Theorem 2. Observe that if P admits a decomposition as a
free sum P=PG V (P & (N GR)
=), then the associated fan q(P)=q(PG)_
q(P & (N GR)
=). Therefore X(P)G=X(PG)_[X(P & (N GR)
=)]G. In general
X(P)G is the disjoint union
X(P)G= 
_ # q

{O_
OG{
with gluing map given by the fan decomposition. We will study each piece
separately. We start by decomposing the TN -orbits as products O{=
(O{)_SN({) .
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If { # qG observe that (MG)={=, and so {= & M=(MG)=({= & MG).
Therefore
[SN({)]G=Hom((MG)=, S 1)G_Hom({= & M G, S 1).
In particular, for the cone at the origin, N([0])=N and [SN]G=
SNG _[S(NG)=]G. By Proposition 1.2, (O{)G=Hom({
= & MG, R+).
Otherwise, if {  qG, let  be an homomorphism in [SN({)]G,
(v)=u(v)=e2?i(v, u), for some u # NR , and for all v # {= & M.
The fixed points equation gu(v)=e2?i( g
&1v, u)=u(v) is equivalent to
(v, (g&1&I ) u) =(v | (MG )= , (g&1&I ) u | (NG )= ) # Z.
Therefore,
[SN({)]G=Hom({= & (M G)=, S1)G_Hom({= & MG, S 1).
By Proposition 1.2, (O{)
G
=[1]. The theorem now follows by gluing all the
pieces together. K
Remark. When PG=[0], the set of fixed points of the toric variety is
finite XG$[SN]G.
2. THE FIXED POINTS OF THE COMPACT TORUS S(NG )=
This section is devoted to investigating the set [S(NG )=]G by interpreting
it as the zero-th dimensional cohomology of G with coefficients in S(NG )= ,
that is, H0(G ; S(NG )=)$[S(NG )=]G. We will give an explicit formula for the
rank of this set when G is abelian. In this case, it is actually possible to
avoid the use of group cohomology by appealing to the techniques of linear
representation theory of abelian groups. Throughout this section we
consider assumption (A1) of Theorem 1 satisfied.
To simplify the notation we use the following isomorphisms: (NG)=$Zn,
S(NG )= $(S 1)n, and (N GR)=$Rn, where n=dim (N G)=.
Consider the exact sequence of G-modules: 0  Zn wi Rn wj RnZn  0,
where i and j are respectively the inclusion and quotient maps. It induces
an exact sequence on the Tate Cohomology of G, and, since H r (G ; Rn)=0
for all r, this in turn induces isomorphisms in all dimensions:
H r&1(G ; (S1)n)$H r (G ; Zn). In particular H 1(G ; Zn)$H 0(G ; (S 1)n). The
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first Tate cohomology with coefficients in a G-module A has the following
characterization [4, Sect. 18.2],
H 1(G ; A)$
Crossed Homomorphisms
Principal Homomorphisms
, (1)
where a principal homomorphism ?: G  A is a G-homomorphism defined
by ?(v)=(v&e) a, for some a # A, e is the identity element of G, and a
crossed homomorphism f : G  A is a G-homomorphism that satisfies
f (v1 v2)= f (v1)+v1 f (v2).
A G-module A is an Herbrand module if H 0(G, A) and H 1(G, A) are
finite groups. In this case, the Herbrand quotient of A is defined as
Q(A)=
|H 0(G ; A)|
|H 1(G ; A)|
,
where we denote by |H | the order of the group H.
Theorem 2.1 [10, Theorem 10.3, p. 57]. Let A be a finitely generated
Zp -module, where p is a prime number. Denote by : and ; the ranks of A
and AZp, respectively. Then
Q(A)= p( p;&:)p&1
Since we are restricting the group action to Rn=(N GR)
=, when G$Zp its
rational representation decomposition into irreducible components has the
form RQ[Zp]=n1V1 , where V1 is an irreducible subspace of dimension
p&1, and n1 is its multiplicity. Therefore |H 0(Zp ; Zn)|=|[0]|=1 and, by
Theorem 2.1, |H 1(Zp ; Zn)|= pnp&1= pn1.
Let A be a coefficient system. The trace operator S: A [ AG is defined by
a [ :
_ # G
_a
and the zeroth dimensional Tate cohomology is characterized by the
isomorphism
H 0(G ; (S1)n)$[(S 1)n]GS[(S 1)n].
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a finite group with a linear action in Rn, such
that [Rn]G=[0]. Then
S[(S1)n]=[0].
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Proof. Let [v] be an equivalence class in (S1)n represented by v # Rn.
For any element g # G, gSv=Sv. By the assumption made on the group
action, this implies that Sv=0. K
Proposition 2.3. Let G$Zp , where p is a prime number, with a rational
linear representation in Rn, such that [Rn]G=[0]. Then
|[(S1)n]G |= pnp&1.
We now give a natural generalization of Proposition 2.3 to a cyclic
group of prime power order p:. Its rational representation has the
following decomposition into irreducible components,
RQ[Zp:]=n1V1  } } } n: V: , (2)
where Vi is an irreducible representation space of dimension ,( pi) and mul-
tiplicity ni , i=1, ..., : (,(+) denotes the Euler number of + # N). The
dimension n=n1,( p)+ } } } +n: ,( p:).
Proposition 2.4. Let G$Zp: , where p is a prime number and : a non-
negative number, with a rational linear representation in Rn, such that
[Rn]G=[0]. Then
|[(S1)n]G|=|H 1(G ; Zn)|= pn1+ } } } +n:
where n1 , ..., n: are the multiplicities defined in Eq. (2).
Proof. Each invariant subspace nj Vj defined in (2) is formed by the
G-orbits of size p j. Fix a group generator g # G. It is represented in Vj by
the following matrix Bj of dimension ,( p j)_,( p j),
0 0 } } } } } } } } } 0 &1
1 0 } } } } } } } } } 0 0
0
. . . } } } } } } } } } 0 b
Bj=_ b . . . b &1& , (3)b . . . 0b . . . b
0 } } } } } } } } } 0 1 0
where the last column has p&1 equal vector blocks, each of dimension
p j&1, with first entry &1 and all others 0. For any nonzero element wj # V j
the set of vectors
[(Bj)k wj | 0kp j&1, (k, p)=1]
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form a basis of Vj . Define Sj as the submodule of Zn generated by this
basis. In particular Sj $Z( p&1) p
j&1
. From the decomposition
|H 1(G ; Zn)|= }H 1 \G ; 
:
j=1
njS j+}= ‘
:
j=1
|H 1(G ; S j)| nj (4)
we reduce the problem to computing H 1(G ; S j), and apply (1) for this
purpose. We claim the isomorphisms
[Crossed Homomorphisms]$Z( p&1) p j&1
[Principal Homomorphisms]$(Bj&I ) Z( p&1) p
j&1
which lead to
|H 1(G ; S j)|= p. (5)
Since G is generated by the element g fixed above, each crossed homomor-
phism f is determined uniquely by its value at g via the formula f (gk)=
k&1l=0 (Bj)
l f (g), and therefore by an element of Z( p&1) p j&1. Similarly, each
principal homomorphism ? is determined uniquely by its value at g, which
must be of the form ?(g)=(g&e) a, for some a # Z( p&1) p j&1. By the
invariant factor theorem,
|Z( p&1) p
j&1(Bj&I )|=|det(Bj&I )|.
The characteristic polynomial of Bj is given by pj (*)=det(Bj&*I )=
(1&* p j)(1&* p j&1), in particular det(Bj&I )= p. The proof is concluded
by substituting (5) in (4). K
Next, we remove the restriction that the order of the cyclic group be a
prime power. Let G$Zl where l= p:11 } } } p
:k
k is the prime power decomposi-
tion of l. A full set of nonisomorphic irreducible QG-modules can be
generated as follows: For each r dividing the order of G, take a primitive
r-root of unity {r over Q, and make Q({r) into a QG-module by defining
g:={r:, : # Q({r). Its linear rational representation space admits the
decomposition RQ [G]=RQ [Zp
1
:1] } } } RQ [Zpk:k], and by decompos-
ing the pieces RQ[Zpj
: j] as in (2), we obtain:
RQ [G]= 
:1 , ..., :k
l1 , ..., lk=0
(l1 , ..., lk ){0
n(l1 , ..., lk )V
1
l1
 } } } V klk , (6)
where V 1l1  } } } V
k
lk
is the irreducible representation space of dimension
,( p l1
1
} } } p lkk ) and multiplicity n(l1 , ..., lk ) .
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Proposition 2.5. Let G$Zl where l has the prime power decomposition
l= p:11 } } } p
:k
k . Suppose that G has a rational linear representation in R
n , with
[Rn]G=[0]. Then
|[(S1)n]G|=|H 1 (G ; Zn)|= ‘
k
i=1
p
:i
li
=1n(0 , ..., 0 , li , 0 , ..., 0)
i ,
where the integers n(0, ..., 0, li , 0, ..., 0) are the multiplicities defined in (6).
Proof. Since G is cyclic, any pj -Sylow subgroup will be of the
form Gj $Zpj
:j . Applying the primary decomposition H 1 (G ; Zn)=
ki=1 H
1 (G ; Zn)( pi ) we obtain
H 1 (G ; Zn)$ 
k
j=1
H 1 (G j ; Zn)GGj .
Our argument now proceeds by extending the techniques developed in the
proof of Proposition 2.4. Each invariant subspace n(l1 , ..., lk ) V
1
l1
 } } } V klk
defined in (6) is formed by the G-orbits of size p l11 } } } p
lk
k . Take an element
w(l1 , ..., lk)=w
1
l1
 } } } wklk # V
1
l1
 } } } V klk . Next, fix a group generator
g # G and decompose it into a product g= g1 } } } gk , where gj has order p :jj
and is represented in V jlj by the matrix B lj , defined in (3), of dimension
,( p lj
j
)_,( p lj
j
). Consider the set of vectors
[(Bl1)
r1 w1l1  } } }  (Blk )
rk wklk | 0rip
li
i &1, (ri , p
li
i )=1, i=1, ..., k]
that form a basis of V 1l1  } } } V
k
lk
. Let S 1l1  } } } S
k
lk
be the submodule
of Zn generated by this basis, so that S 1l1  } } } S
k
lk
$Z,( p1
l1 } } } p
k
lk). By the
decomposition
|H 1 (Gj ; Zn)GGj |= ‘
:1 , ..., :k
l1 , ..., lk=0
(l1 , ..., lk ){0
|H 1 (Gj , S 1l1  } } } S
k
lk
)GGj|n(l1 , ..., lk)
we reduce the problem to computing H 1 (Gj ; S 1l1  } } } S
k
lk
), via (1). The
following isomorphisms hold for lj {0:
[Crossed Homomorphisms]$S 1l1  } } } S
k
lk
[Principal Homomorphisms]$S 1l1  } } }  (Blj&I ) S
j
lj
 } } } S klk .
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Therefore
|H 1 (G j , S 1l1  } } } S
k
lk
)GGj |
={ |S
j
lj
(Blj&I )|=|det(Blj&I )|= pj ,
1
if l i=0, for all i{ j
otherwise
and
|H 1 (Gj ; Zn)GGj |= p
:j
lj
=1 n(0, ..., lj , 0, ..., 0)j , 1 jk. K
Finally we consider an abelian group G of order l= p:11 } } } p
:k
k , where the
pi are distinct prime numbers. It has a Sylow decomposition G$
G1_ } } } _Gk where each Sylow group Gi has order p:ii and satisfies
Gi $(Zpi )
k i1_ } } } _(Zpi
:i)k
i
:i , k i1 , ..., k
i
:i&1
0; k i:i1.
Fix a complete set of generators of Gi composed of the elements
g1i, 1 , ..., g
1
i, ki1
of order pi ; ...; g:ii, 1 , ..., g
:i
i, k i:i
of order p:ii . Any rational represen-
tation of Gi has a decomposition into irreducible components of the form
RQ [Gi]=
#i
n i#i V
i
#i
, (7)
where the multi-index #i=(#1i, 1 , ..., #
1
i, ki1
; ...; #:ii, 1 , ..., #
:i
i, ki:i
) # Zk
i
1+ } } } +k
i
:i , 0
#1i, 1 , ..., #
1
i, ki1
pi&1, ..., 0#:ii, 1 , ..., #
:i
i, ki:i
p:ii &1, and V
i
#i
is the irreducible
representation space associated to the cyclic subgroup ( (g1i, 1)
#1i, 1 } } }
(g:ii, k i:i
)#
:i
i, k i:i). Since each cyclic subgroup of G is a product of cyclic sub-
groups of the Sylow groups Gi , this enables us to characterize all the
rational irreducible representation spaces of G as tensor products of
rational irreducible representation spaces of the Gi . We are led to the
decomposition
RQ [G]= 
(#1 , ..., #k)
n(#1 , ..., #k)V
1
#1
 } } } V k#k . (8)
Let hj be an element of G of order p;ji ( j=1, ..., l ) and form the cyclic
subgroup of Gi generated by h1 } } } hl . Define for each j the index
\j=;1+ } } } +;j& j. Associated to h j is an irreducible representation space
V#i (for some multi-index #i) of dimension ( pi&1)
l p\li .
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Define the square matrix Cp, j, k of dimension ( p&1) p j&1k_
( p&1) p j&1k, where each entry is either the 0 matrix or \Ik (Ik is the
k_k identity matrix)
0 0 } } } } } } } } } 0 &Ik
Ik 0 } } } } } } 0 0
0
. . . } } } } } } 0 b
Cp, j, k=_ b . . . . . . &Ik&b . . . . . . 0b . . . . . . b
0 } } } } } } } } } 0 Ik 0
and the last column has p&1 equal blocks, each of dimension p j&1 , with
first entry is &Ik and all others 0. The element h j is represented by the
matrix
hj=diag(Cpi , ;j , ( pi&1) j&1 pi\j&1 , ..., Cpi , ;j , ( pi&1) j&1 pi\j&1),
where the matrix Cpi , ;j , ( pi&1) j&1 pi
\j&1 is repeated ( pi&1)l& j p\l&\ji times
along the main diagonal. In particular,
det(h1 } } } h l&I )= pi (9)
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a finite abelian group of order l= p:11 } } } p
:k
k ,
with pi distinct prime numbers, that has a linear rational representation in Rn.
Suppose that [Rn]G=[0]. Then
|[(S1)n]G|=|H 1 (G ; Zn)|= ‘
j=1, ..., k
p#j n(0 , ..., 0 , #j , 0 , ..., 0)j .
The integers n(0, ..., 0, #j , 0, ..., 0) are the multiplicities defined in (8).
Proof. It’s enough to determine the rank of the first Tate cohomology
when restricted to the Sylow subgroups of G. The proof of Proposition 2.5
extends naturally to the abelian case, and it follows that to each irreducible
space V#1  } } } V#k there is an associated submodule S#1 , ..., #k of Z
n , so
that
Zn= 
(#1 , ..., #k){0
#1 , ..., #k
n(#1 , ..., #k) S#1 , ..., #k .
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Therefore the following first Tate cohomology decomposition holds:
|H 1 (G ; Zn)|= ‘
k
i=1
‘
(#1 , ..., #k ){0
#1 , ..., #k
|H 1 (Gi , S#1 , ..., #k )
GGi| n(#1 , ..., #k ). (10)
We now apply the determinant computation (9) and the first Tate
cohomology characterization given in (1). Let S=S#1 , ..., #k , we obtain:
H 1 (Gi ; S)={S,Zpi ,
if #i=0
otherwise
H 1 (Gi ; S)GGi={[0],Zpi ,
if (# i=0), or (#i {0, and #j {0, for some j{i )
otherwise.
Thus, H 1 (Gi ; S#1 , ..., #k)
GGi is nontrivial only when (0, ..., 0, #i , 0, ..., 0){0.
Equation (10) is now simplified, completing the proof. K
3. SOME COHOMOLOGICAL INEQUALITIES
We apply a Smith-type inequality to relate the Poincare series of the
fixed point sets of the toric variety X arising from the action of the various
subgroups of G. Theorem 2 gives a relation between the Betti numbers of
XH and the face numbers of the subpolytope PH , for any subgroup H of
G. Combining these results, we obtain a set of inequalities relating the face
numbers of the different orbit types of P. We will assume throughout this
section that assumption (A2) of Theorem 1 is satisfied.
A toric variety is constructed over a rational fan, therefore only rational
polytopes, i.e., polytopes with vertices in the rational lattice, NQ=NZ Q,
can define a fan. Since any simplicial polytope is stable there is no luck of
generality by assuming, for combinatorial purposes, that P is rational.
However, we cannot expect that the symmetries of P will remain
unchanged under any perturbation. We first find conditions under which
there is a G-equivariant perturbation of P that keeps its equivariant com-
binatorics unchanged. The next proposition states a necessary condition on
the linear representation of G.
Proposition 3.1. Let P/Rd be a convex d-polytope with a group G of
linear symmetries. If P is rational, then so is the linear representation of G
in Rd.
Proof. Let V(P)=[v1 , ..., vk] be the set of vertices of P, k>d,
enumerated so that the first d vertices are linearly independent. Each vertex
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is expressed in the usual orthonormal basis [e1 , ..., ed] of Rd as a linear
combination with rational coefficients:
vi= :
j=1, ..., d
ri, j ej , ri, j # Q, i=1, ..., k.
Let R # GL(Qd) be the matrix whose columns are the first d vertices in
V(P). In particular, vi=R ei , i=1, ..., d. Let \: G  GL(Rd) be a linear
representation of G in Rd. Since G permutes the elements of V(P), for each
element s # G, \(s) vi=vi(s)= j=1, ..., d ri(s), j ej , for some i(s) # [1, ..., k].
Let R(s) # GL(Qd) be the matrix whose columns are the vertices
v1(s) , ..., vd(s) # V(P). Then \(s)=R(s) R&1 # GL(Qd), and \ takes values in
GL(Qd). K
Simplicial polytopes are stable in the following sense: There exists an
===(P) such that if P$ is any polytope with f0 (P)= f0 (P$) and if for each
vertex v of P there exists a vertex v$ of P$ such that &v&v$&<=, then P$ is
combinatorially equivalent to P.
We now give an equivariant formulation of the stability property of P.
Proposition 3.2. Let P/Rd be a simplicial d-polytope with a group G
of linear symmetries satisfying assumption (A1) of Theorem 1. It ’s possible
to equivariantly perturb P to obtain a rational simplicial polytope with the
same linear group of symmetries and equivariant combinatorics.
Proof. Let \: G  GL(Qd) be a linear representation of G in Rd, and
V(P)=[v1 , ..., vk], k>d, the set of vertices of P. Each two G-orbits of
vertices either coincide or are disjoint, and V(P) has a decomposition
into a disjoint union (after renaming the vertices if needed): V(P)=
Gv1 _ } } } _ Gvm , mk. Suppose that v1 is the first vertex in [v1 , ..., vm]
not in Qd (if not, rename the vertices). We will perturb equivariantly the
orbit Gv1 , to obtain a new orbit Gv$1 /Qd, keeping the (equivariant) com-
binatorics unchanged. By the stability property of P, there exists an
===(P) such that if v$1 # Qd satisfies &gv$1& gv1 &<= for all g # G, and if
|Gv1 |=|Gv$1 |, then P$=Conv[Gv$1 , ..., Gvm] is combinatorially equivalent
to P. To guarantee the equivariance of the perturbation, as well as the
condition |Gv1 |=|Gv$1 |, the isotropy groups Gv1 and Gv$1 of v1 , v$1 ,
respectively, must coincide. Therefore, we must choose v$1 # (Q
d)G v1.
Since the equation (\(g)&I )v=0 has rational coefficients, it has a
solution in (NQ)G v1, and therefore, there is a rational orthonormal basis
[f1 , ..., fr]/Qd for the vector space (Rd)G v1 where r=dim(Rd)G v1.
Remark. The statement of last paragraph is also seen by observing that
for any vector space V=RQ VQ , its fixed point set VG v1=RQ V G v1Q .
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Consider the universal modules J=V[G : Gv1 ], JQ=VQ [G : Gv1], and
observe that the following are canonical isomorphisms:
(1) HomG(J, V )$VG v1 canonically;
(2) HomG(JQ , VQ)$V G v1Q canonically;
(3) HomG(J, V )$RQ HomG (JQ , VQ).
We write v1=ri=1 :i f i , :i # R, v$1=
r
i=1 :~ i fi , :~ i # Q, where we choose
the coefficients :~ i # Q, so that Gv1=Gv$1 . It’s clear that Gv1 /Gv$1 , since
v$1 # (Q
d)G v1. For any g # Gv$1 ,
&gv1&v1&(&g&+1) } &v1&v$1&. (11)
Choose = small enough that &hv1&v1 &>= for all h # G"Gv1 . We require v$1
to satisfy &v1&v$1&<=(/+1), /=maxh # G &h&. By (11), &gv1&v1&<= and
so g # Gv1 , from which the opposite inclusion Gv1 #Gv$1 follows.
Remark. For another proof that such v$1 always exists, consider all the
subgroups K: of G such that Gv1 /K: , strictly. Observe that dim V
G v1>
dim VK:. Define
W=VG v1&.
:
VK:=RQ V G v1Q &.
:
RQ V K:Q =RQ WQ ,
where WQ=V G v1Q &: V
K:
Q . Then dimQ WQ=dimR W1, for instance
v1 # W. Any point x # WQ is fixed by Gv1 , and so, Gv1 /Gx . If Gx {Gv1 ,
then Gx would be one of the subgroups K: , which contradicts the fact that
x # WQ .
From the equality of the two isotropy groups, it follows that |Gv1 |=
|Gv$1 | and f0(P)= f0(P$). To complete the proof, we proceed in the same
way with the other G-orbits of vertices of P not contained in NQ . K
In this section let assumption (A1) of Theorem 1 be satisfied. We thus
take the polytope P to be rational. Given any subgroup H of G, the fixed
point set PH is a rational and simplicial subpolytope of P. Let f H=
( f H0 , ..., f
H
nH
) be the f-vector of PH, and hH=(hH0 , ..., h
H
nH
), with nH=
dim(PH), its associated h-vector. From McMullen’s conjecture it follows
that: A vector hH # ZnH+1 is the h-vector of a simplicial nH-polytope if and
only if:
(1) hHi =h
H
nH&i
(2) gH= g(PH)=(gH0 , ...g
H
[nH2]
) is an M-vector.
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By Theorem 2 the h-numbers of PH are related with the Betti numbers of
XH:
dim H 2i (XH; Q)=hHi |[S (NH )=]
H|
Relations between the vectors hH as H ranges through the set of subgroups
of G can be obtained from the following theorem due to Floyd [13]. We
refer to [3] for a proof given in Theorem 3.10.6.
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a p-torus. If X is a compact G-space and dimZp
H*(X; Zp)<, then
:
im
dimZp H
i (XG; Zp) :
im
dimZp H
i (X; Zp)
for all m # N0 .
By the following proposition, we can in fact restate these as pointwise
inequalities for the Poincare polynomials of X and XG.
Proposition 3.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 the following
relations hold for each number q1,
:
im
dimZp H
i (XG; Zp) qi :
im
dimZp H
i (X; Zp) qi
for all m # N0 .
Proof. We follow closely the proof of Theorem 3.3 [9, p. 127]. Let g be
a fixed generator of G and define the elements
_=1+ g+ } } } + g p&1
{=1& g
in the group ring Zp G. Set \={i and \ ={ p&i, and consider the chain
subcomplexes \C(X; Zp) of C(X; Zp), 1ip&1. The Smith special
cohomology group is the graded group H\*(X; Zp)=H*(\C(X; Zp); Zp).
Writing
aj=dimZp H
j (XG; Zp), bj=dimZp H
j (X; Zp),
cj=dimZp H
j
\ (X; Zp), c j=dimZp H
j
\ (X; Zp)
and using the exact sequence on the cohomology [9, p. 125],
H j (X; Zp)  H j\(X; Zp)H
j (X G; Zp)  H j+1\ (X; Zp)
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we obtain
(cm+am) qm  c m+1 qm+1+bmqm
(c m+1+am+1) qm+1  cm+2qm+2+bm+1qm+1
} } }
(c m+2k&1+am+2k&1) qm+2k&1  cm+2k qm+2k+bm+2k&1 qm+2k&1
(cm+2k+am+2k) qm+2k  c m+2k+1qm+2k+1+bm+2kqm+2k
where q1, and m+2k=dim X. Adding and canceling out these
inequalities leads to,
cmqm+ :
im
aiqi :
im
b iq i . K
Assumption (A3) of Theorem 1, that X and consequently X(PH) are
nonsingular, implies that the integral cohomology of these spaces is torsion
free [11, Theorem 10.8]. The Universal Coefficient Theorem for the
cohomology with compact support shows that dimZp H
2i (X H; Zp)=
dim H2i (XH; Z).
Remark. Since the odd cohomology groups of X and XG vanish, and
moreover, since any subgroup H of a p-torus is also a p-torus, the
conclusion of Theorem 3.3 can be strengthened to
:
im
dim H2i (XH; Z) q2i :
im
dim H 2i (X; Z) q2i (12)
for all m # N0 .
Theorem 3.3 naturally extends to a cyclic group G$G1_ } } } _Gk ,
where Gi $Zpi:i and pi , i=1, ..., k are distinct prime numbers. Each cyclic
subgroup Gi has a cyclic tower decomposition,
Gi=G 0i #G 1i # } } } #G :ii =[e]
with G j+1i IG
j
i and G
j
i G
j+1
i cyclic of order pi . Writing X
G ji in the form
(XGi
j+1
)G
j
i Gi
j+1
and applying (12) with H=G ji G
j+1
i we obtain for any q
with |q|1,
:
lm
dim H 2l (XG
j
i ; Z) q2l :
lm
dim H 2l (XGi
j+1
; Z) q2l
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for all m # N0 , and j=0, ..., : i&1. In particular (12) holds when H
is a cyclic group of prime power order. Moreover, by writing XG=
(XG1_ } } } _Gk&1)Gk and applying induction in k, inequality (12) is further
extended to any cyclic group.
Most generally, let G be a solvable group. It has a cyclic tower of
subgroups,
G=G0 #G1 # } } } #Gm=[e] (13)
with Gi+1 IGi and G iGi+1 cyclic. Every two normal towers of subgroups
ending in the trivial group have equivalent refinements, therefore (13) can-
not be further refined and the factor groups Gi Gi+1 are uniquely deter-
mined up to isomorphism. Given two consecutive elements in the tower,
Gi+1 IGi , we write XGi=(XGi+1)Gi Gi+1 and apply (12), which is valid
when we take the cyclic group H=Gi Gi+1 . Induction in i leads to the
complete proof of Theorem 1.
Example. Let P be a simplicial polytope with a f.p.f. linear action of
G$Zp : , p prime number. Assume that G has a rational linear representa-
tion in Rd, so that d is divisible by ,( p:). Then
:
j0
hjq j[SN]G= pd( p&1)
The inequalities in Theorem 1 become equalities if and only if X is
cohomologically equivalent to XG. What can we conclude if we only know
that equality holds for a particular value of q and k? Bredon answers the
question when G$Zp , with p prime, for k=0 and q=1.
Let BG be the classifying space of G, EG  BG a universal principal
G-bundle of BG , and define XG=X_G EG for any paracompact G-space X.
Theorem 3.5 [9, p. 374]. Let G$Zp ( p prime), act on a finitistic space
X. If i0 dimZp H
i (X; Zp)<, then the following statements are equiv-
alent:
(1) X is totally nonhomologous to zero (mod p) in XG .
(2) G acts trivially on H*(X; Zp) and the spectral sequence
E r, q2 =H
r (BG ; H q(X; Zp)) O H r+q(XG ; Zp)
of ?: XG  BG , with fiber X, degenerates.
(3) i0 dimZp H
i (X; Zp)=i0 dimZp H
i (X G; Zp).
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Since the integral cohomology of X is torsion free, it follows that if the
G-action is trivial on H*(X; Z), then it is also trivial on H*(X; Zp). Below,
we compute all the toric varieties arising from simplicial rational polytopes
for which the G-action on their cohomology is trivial.
Lemma 3.6. Let G$Zp , with p a prime number, act trivially on the
cohomology of the toric variety X. Then, the LeraySerre spectral sequence
of ?: XG  BG , with fiber X and cohomology with coefficients in Zp , is
always degenerate.
Proof. Since the first fundamental group ?1(BG)=G acts trivially on
the cohomology of the fiber, H i (X; Zp), there is a spectral LeraySerre
sequence [E r, ql ] of ?: XG  BG , with fiber X. Combining the known fact
that the cohomology of G is:
H r (BG)=H r (G )={
0,
Z,
G,
r odd
r=0
r{0, r even
with Hq(X; Zp) vanishing in odd dimensions, we obtain:
E r, q2 ={0,H q(X; Zp ),
r or q odd
r and q even.
It follows by induction that E r, q2 =E
r, q
3 = } } } =E
r, q
 , and the spectral
sequence is degenerate. K
For each cone { in the fan q, let V({) be the closure of the orbit O{ .
Take a primitive vector e # N lying on a ray (e) , in the set of rays q(1)
of the fan. Define the TN -Weil divisor associated to e as the closure of the
TN -stable codimension 1 orbit O(e) , D(e) :=V((e) ). Enumerate all the
primitive vectors in q(1), e1 , ..., en , as well as the TN -Weil divisors D1=
D(e1), ..., Dn=D(en). Consider the polynomial ring Z[U]=Z[D1 , ..., Dn].
We use the isomorphism [11, Theorem 10.8]
H*(X )$Z[U](I+J ) (14)
to characterize the G-action on the cohomology of X, where I/Z[U] is
the ideal generated by the monomials D1 } } } Dk for all (e1 , ..., ek)  q, and
J/Z[U] the ideal generated by the linear forms a(m)=ni=1 m(ei) Di , for
all m # M. In particular, H2(X )$i=d+1, ..., n Z[Di].
In the case where G$Zp: , with p a prime number the G-action on
H2(X; Q) is trivial if and only if the multiplicities defined in (2) satisfy
n2= } } } =n:=0, and the number of rays lying in p-orbits is minimal, i.e.
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equal to n1p. Therefore X is cohomologically equivalent to X(PG)_
(CP p&1)n1, and it is then evident that G acts trivially on H*(X ). By the
Kunneth Theorem,
H2k (X(PG)_(CP p&1)n1)$ 
i+ j=k
H2i (X(PG))H 2 j ((CP p&1)n1).
and since hk (X G)=hGk p
n1, equalities hold in Theorem 1 for k=0 and q=1.
For a general cyclic group G$G1_ } } } _Gk , where Gi $Zpi:i , and
p1 , ..., pk are distinct prime numbers, if it acts trivially on H*(X), the same
holds for each Gi . Applying the result just obtained for a cyclic group of
prime power order, and proceeding by induction in k, it becomes clear that
X must be cohomologically equivalent to X(PG)_>ki=1 (CP
pi&1)n @^, where
@^ is the multi-index whose only nonzero entry is 1 in the i-th component
and n @^ the multiplicities defined in (6).
Finally let G be a solvable group of order p:11 } } } p
:k
k , where p1 , ..., pk are
distinct prime numbers, with a cyclic tower decomposition as in (13). Since
G, and thus any of the subgroups in the cyclic tower decomposition, act tri-
vially on the cohomology of X, it follows that an inductive argument
applied to the cyclic subgroups Gi&2 Gi&1 yields:
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a solvable group of order p:11 } } } p
:k
k , where
p1 , ..., pk are distinct prime numbers, admitting a cyclic tower decomposition
as in (13). Assume that the toric variety X associated to the simplicial
polytope P is nonsingular. Then the G-action on H*(X ) is trivial if and only
if X is cohomologically equivalent to :
X(PG)_ ‘
k
i=1
(CP pi&1)n~
i
1 ,
where each n~ i1 is the sum, for j=0, ..., m&1, of the multiplicities of the
irreducible rational ( pi&1)-dimensional representations of the cyclic factor
groups Gj Gj+1 in (Rd)Gj+1.
4. REMOVAL OF THE SMOOTHNESS ASSUMPTION
ON THE TORIC VARIETY
As it was already pointed out the integral cohomology of a complete
smooth toric variety is torsion free [11, Theorem 10.8]. In general this is
not true when the toric variety has singularities. For instance for a compact
toric variety X of complex dimension d [5, p. 3622],
Tor H2d&1(X; Z)$N(v1 , ..., vd1) ,
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where N$Zd is the integer lattice, Tor the torsion of the group, and
(v1 , ..., vd1) the subgroup of N generated by the set of primitive lattice
vectors [v1 , ..., vd1] of the 1-skeleton q
(1) of the fan q.
Consider the simplest case where the group G is a p-torus, with p a
prime number. We apply the Universal Coefficient Theorem to express the
dimZp H*(X; Zp) in terms of the Betti numbers
dimZp H
q(X; Zp)=dimZp (H
q(X; Z)Zp)+dimZp (H
q+1(X; Z)*Zp).
The cohomology Hq(X; Z) is a finitely generated abelian group and so it
can be decomposed in a unique way as a direct sum Hq(X; Z)=H qT q
where T q=Tor Hq(X; Z) is the torsion subgroup and Hq a free abelian
subgroup. Therefore
dimZp H
q(X; Zp)=dim Hq(X; Z)+dimZp (T
qZp)+dimZp (T
q+1*Zp).
In particular dimZp H
q(X; Zp)=dim H q(X; Z) if and only if both Hq(X; Zp)
and Hq+1(X; Zp) have no torsion modulo p.
Next theorem determines all the integral cohomology groups of a com-
pact toric variety X of complex dimension 2 in terms of the geometry of the
underlying fan. It can be proved by considering the spectral sequence
associated to the filtration of the toric variety by closed invariant
subvarieties [16, Theorem 3.4.3],
</X&1 /X0 /X1 /X2=X, Xp= .
dim _=2&p
_ # q
O _= 
dim _2&p
_ # q
O_
or also by determining the cellular cohomology of X [12, Lemma 3.1].
Theorem 4.1 [16, Theorem 3.4.3]. For any complete fan q in R2, the
integral cohomology of the associated toric variety X is computed by the
expressions:
H0(X; Z)$Z, H1(X; Z)=0, H2(X; Z)$Zd1&2,
H3(X; Z)$Zt , H 4(X; Z)$Z
where d1 is the number of rays in q, and t= g.c.d.[det(vi , vj), 1i< j
d1], where v1 , ..., vd1 are the primitive lattice vectors of the 1-skeleton q
(1)
of q.
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To compute t it’s sufficient to determine the greatest common divisor
(g.c.d.) of the determinants, det(v, w), for every pair v, w of primitive
adjacent lattice vectors of q(1). Note that the torsion coefficient t is not a
combinatorial invariant. In fact we can perturb the fan q keeping its
combinatorics unchanged so that the torsion coefficient t of the new fan q$
is relatively prime to p.
To see this choose an appropriate basis for N so that we may assume
that there is a 2-dimensional cone generated by the primitive lattice vectors
(0, 1) and (m, &k) for some 0k<m, where k=0 if the cone is non-
singular, and otherwise, m and k are relatively prime numbers. Then
det((m, &k), (0, 1))=m and we perturb the vector (m, &k) to (m$, &k$)
with m$ relatively prime to p, keeping the combinatorics of the fan
unchanged.
Now we apply Theorem 3.3 and generalize the inequalities to a solvable
group, just as in section 3, extending Theorem 1 for any G-invariant
polytope of dimension 2.
Remark. In trying to remove condition (A3) of Theorem 1 for
polytopes of higher dimension, one might consider to use a refinement q
of the fan q so that the morphism i: X(q ) [ X(q) is a resolution of
singularities, that means that X(q ) is a nonsingular toric variety and i is
proper and birational. This morphism induces a pull-back ring
homomorphism on the level of the Chow cohomology, i*: A*(X(q)) [
A*(X(q )). Since i is proper and birational, for each cone _ # q there is a
cone _~ # q , of the same dimension, with _~ /_, such that the orbit closure
V(_~ ) is mapped by i birationally onto V(_). Therefore every V(_) in X(q)
is the birational image of some V(_~ ) in X(q ), which implies that i* is
injective [15, Example 17.3.2]. The following inequalities between the
h-numbers of the two toric varieties follow,
hi (X(q ))hi (X(q)), 0id (15)
which unfortunately seem not to lead to an extension of Theorem 1.
R. Stanley [21] deduces the same inequalities for the h-numbers, when q
is a simplicial (d&1)-complex and q a quasi-geometric subdivision of q.
Remark. Suppose now that the G-action is f.p.f. If the fan q can be
perturbed, keeping its combinatorics unchanged, to a fan q$ such that:
(1) It’s G-invariant.
(2) It’s the refinement of a nonsingular complete fan 7, also
G-invariant.
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By applying the inequalities (15), we are able to remove assumption
(A3) of Theorem 1, for f.p.f. linear actions,
:
im
hi (X(q)) q i= :
im
hi (X(q$)) qi :
im
hi (X(7)) qi|[SN]G|
for each q1.
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